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Results of Lähner et al. [28] (top) and ours (bottom) on the TOSCA dataset. (i) Matching with our approach (ii) 2D to 3D deformation transfer

Figure 1. We propose a novel formalism for globally optimal 2D contour to 3D shape matching based on shortest paths in the conjugate
product graph. For the first time we make it possible to incorporate higher-order costs within a shortest path-based matching formalism,
which in turn enables to integrate powerful priors, e.g. favouring locally rigid deformations. Left: Our method produces compelling 2D-
3D matchings that significantly outperform the previous state of the art [28]. Right: Sketch-based 2D to 3D deformation transfer by (i)
computing a 2D-3D matching using our approach, (ii) manipulating the 2D sketch, and then transferring 2D deformations to the 3D shape.

Abstract

We consider the problem of finding a continuous and
non-rigid matching between a 2D contour and a 3D mesh.
While such problems can be solved to global optimality by
finding a shortest path in the product graph between both
shapes, existing solutions heavily rely on unrealistic prior
assumptions to avoid degenerate solutions (e.g. knowledge
to which region of the 3D shape each point of the 2D con-
tour is matched). To address this, we propose a novel 2D-
3D shape matching formalism based on the conjugate prod-
uct graph between the 2D contour and the 3D shape. Do-
ing so allows us for the first time to consider higher-order
costs, i.e. defined for edge chains, as opposed to costs de-
fined for single edges. This offers substantially more flexi-
bility, which we utilise to incorporate a local rigidity prior.
By doing so, we effectively circumvent degenerate solutions
and thereby obtain smoother and more realistic matchings,
even when using only a one-dimensional feature descrip-
tor. Overall, our method finds globally optimal and contin-
uous 2D-3D matchings, has the same asymptotic complex-
ity as previous solutions, produces state-of-the-art results
for shape matching and is even capable of matching partial
shapes. Our code is publicly available.1

1https://github.com/paul0noah/sm-2D3D

1. Introduction

In recent years the computer vision community has put
great effort into the matching of either two 2D or two 3D
shapes. However, the task of matching a 2D shape to a
3D shape is a problem that has received less attention, even
though it has a high practical relevance due to its wide va-
riety of applications. For example, 2D-3D shape match-
ing has the potential to bridge the gap between the 2D and
3D domain by making interaction with 3D objects more ac-
cessible to non-experts, who typically find the manipula-
tion of 2D shapes more intuitive than operating 3D mod-
elling tools. In addition to the modelling and manipula-
tion of 3D shapes using 2D sketches (see Fig. 1), 2D-3D
shape matching is relevant for 3D shape retrieval from 2D
queries (e.g. searching a hand-drawn sketch in a 3D shape
database), for augmented reality interactions (e.g. using
hand-gestures to select 3D objects), for 3D image analysis
based on 2D images (e.g. matching 2D X-ray image seg-
mentations to 3D CT image segmentations), or for multi-
modal 2D-3D shape analysis.

2D-3D shape matching can be framed as finding a con-
tinuous mapping of a 2D contour (e.g. a sketch of an an-
imal outline) to a 3D shape (e.g. a 3D model of this ani-
mal), see Fig. 1 (left). Here, the matched 2D contour that
is deformed to the 3D shape should resemble the original

This CVPR paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
Except for this watermark, it is identical to the accepted version;

the final published version of the proceedings is available on IEEE Xplore.
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2D shape as much as possible, i.e. spatial shape deforma-
tions should be small. While humans have an intuitive and
implicit understanding of good 2D-3D matchings, unfortu-
nately, it is non-trivial to transfer this understanding into
a rigorous mathematical framework: left-right flips are not
distinguishable; the 2D shape does not contain all parts of
the 3D shape (e.g. 2D shape of the wolf in Fig. 1 (left) con-
tains only two legs); usually there is more than one good
solution; and even slight deviations from a good matching
can either be another good matching or can be a bad match-
ing (e.g. zig-zagging on the 3D shape). In addition, phrasing
2D-3D shape matching as an optimisation problem requires
to compute features on both shapes that allow to distinguish
corresponding points from non-corresponding points – this
is particularly difficult as many of the widely-used features
for 2D or 3D shapes do not have a natural counterpart in the
other domain, and are thus not directly comparable.

Nevertheless, previous work shows that matching a 2D
contour to a 3D shape can be efficiently and optimally
solved based on shortest paths in product graphs [28]. How-
ever, existing solutions require strong, unnatural assump-
tions (e.g. a coarse pre-matching, see Sec. 3.2) in order
to resolve (some of) the above-mentioned difficulties. In
this paper we present a novel graph-based formalism that
relaxes previous unnatural assumptions, which in turn al-
lows to solve a substantially more difficult setting of 2D-3D
shape matching. Our main contributions are:
• We present a novel matching formalism based on conju-

gate product graphs that allow to encode more expressive
higher-order information.

• For the first time this makes it possible to impose a local
rigidity prior that penalises deformations, which in turn
leads to previously unseen matching quality.

• Opposed to involved high-dimensional feature descrip-
tors that were previously used (e.g. spectral features), our
method requires only a simple one-dimensional feature
that encodes the local object thickness – a feature that
can naturally be defined for 2D and 3D shapes.

• Overall, our technical contributions allow us to solve 2D-
3D matching for the first time without the requirement of
a coarse pre-matching.

2. Related Work
In the following we summarise existing works that we

consider most relevant in the context of this paper.
Geometric Feature Descriptors. Most matching ap-

proaches rely on point-wise features to decide what are
good potential matches. For 2D contours, popular features
are cumulative angles [50], curvature [27, 49] and various
distance metrics [29, 33, 42, 49, 50]. One (for our work) no-
table example from the class of distance-based metrics is to
consider the distance from each point to other parts of the
contour along several fixed rays [33].

On 3D shapes, other feature types are predominant be-
cause the geometry is more complicated and 2D features
often do not have a direct equivalent in 3D. While curva-
ture does exist in 2D and in 3D, in 3D there are multiple
notions of curvature, like mean, Gaussian and directional
curvature. More popular are higher-dimensional features
like the heat kernel signature [46] or wave kernel signa-
ture [1], which are based on spectral properties of the 3D
surface, or the SHOT descriptor [48] based on the distri-
bution of normals in the neighbourhood of a vertex. Re-
cent approaches aim to learn suitable features for a specific
matching pipeline [30, 31]. Overall, there is a discrepancy
between 2D and 3D features, and even for features that
can conceptually be calculated for both domains, they are
typically not directly comparable. While [28] successfully
addresses 2D-3D shape retrieval based on spectral 2D and
3D features, our experiments confirm that these features are
insufficient to achieve precise correspondences. Similarly,
many approaches learn multi-modal or multi-dimensional
descriptors for entire shapes [17, 37, 51], but these are only
useful in retrieval settings and not capable of point-to-point
comparisons needed for finding reliable correspondences.
In this paper we instead shift focus to incorporating a pow-
erful deformation prior, so that in turn substantially simpler
feature descriptors are sufficient. We demonstrate that this
allows to consider simple distance-based features which can
be consistently computed both in 2D and 3D.

2D-3D Matching. Matching pairs of 2D objects is
well-researched and it is widely known that respective so-
lutions can be represented as paths in a graph. With that,
shortest path algorithms can be used to efficiently find glob-
ally optimal solutions. This has for example been done for
open contours, known as dynamic time warping [41], and
closed contours [42], including invariance to scale and par-
tiality [33]. Similarly, it was shown that matching 2D con-
tours to 2D images (e.g. for template-based image segmen-
tation) can be addressed using a similar framework [43].
Matching two 3D shapes is considerably harder as the solu-
tion is not a shortest path (in the product manifold) anymore
but rather a minimal surface embedded in four-dimensional
space. Thus, imposing constraints on the continuity of the
solution is not possible in an efficient way [38, 53, 54]. We
note that there are works which consider (geodesic) shortest
paths in the space of 3D shapes, but they are not solvable to
global optimality [14, 21]. While from an algorithmic per-
spective finding a 2D-3D matching is easier than the 3D-
3D case (as the former also amounts to a (cyclic) shortest
path problem [28]), quantifying matching costs is signifi-
cantly more difficult for the 2D-3D case (cf. previous para-
graph on feature descriptors). In this work we build upon
the path-based 2D-3D matching formalism of [28] and pro-
pose a novel formalism that enables the use of higher-order
costs (defined for chains of edges, opposed to costs of single
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edges). In turn, our formalism allows for the first time to in-
corporate a spatial deformation prior, so that our framework
requires substantially less descriptive features – in fact, we
demonstrate that a one-dimensional distance-based feature
descriptor is sufficient to successfully solve 2D-3D shape
matching.

Extensions of Graph Representations. Graphs are
not only relevant for diverse subfields of visual computing,
such as e.g. image analysis [5, 7, 13, 24, 25, 36, 39, 40, 44],
recognition [9, 12], tracking [19, 56], or mesh process-
ing [4, 23, 28, 34], but also for a wide variety of other ap-
plication domains, for example in DNA research [11], lan-
guage processing [52], or social sciences [22]. In graph the-
ory, many graph extensions have been proposed, including
multilayer networks [26], dual graphs [16], hypergraphs [3],
and product graphs [15], to name just a few. The prod-
uct graph extends the concept of the Cartesian product (and
other types of products) to graphs by additionally encoding
neighbourhood information. This has been used in the con-
text of different matching problems, including 2D-2D [42],
3D-3D [53], and 2D-3D [28] settings. Another graph ex-
tension relevant for this paper is the conjugate graph (also
known as line graph), which encodes connectivity informa-
tion into the vertices instead of edges [16]. This has for ex-
ample been used for route planning [55] or graph link pre-
diction [8]. In this work, we propose to combine product
graphs with conjugate graphs (in fact we consider the con-
jugate graph of a product graph between two shapes) and
showcase that this substantially increases modelling expres-
siveness and flexibility, and therefore allows for globally
optimal 2D-3D shape matching.

3. Background & Notation
In this section we introduce our notation (also see

Tab. 1), conjugate graphs, and the formalism for the match-
ing of shapes as shortest path problem on a product graph.

Definition 1 (Directed Graph). A directed graph G is de-
fined as a tuple (VG , EG) of vertices VG and oriented edges
EG ⊂ VG × VG (i.e. oriented edge (v1, v2) ∈ EG does not
imply (v2, v1) ∈ EG).

We directly work with discrete graph-based representa-
tions for shapes, i.e. 2D shapes are represented as contours
sampled at m many points, and 3D shapes are represented
as (manifold) triangular surface meshes:

Definition 2 (2D Shape). We define a 2D shape (or contour)
M as a tuple (VM, EM) of m vertices VM and m oriented
edges EM ⊂ VM × VM s.t. M is a directed cycle graph.

Definition 3 (3D Shape). We define a 3D shape N as a
tuple (VN , EN ) of vertices VN and oriented edges EN ⊂
VN×VN such that N forms a 2D manifold in 3D space (tri-
angular surface mesh, possibly with multiple boundaries).

We also consider an extended edge set, which contains
all vertices represented as self-edges:

Definition 4 (Extended Set of Edges). For a (2D or 3D)
shape X = (VX , EX ), we define the extended set of edges
E+
X = EX ∪ {(a, a)| a ∈ VX } ⊂ VX × VX . We call the

additional edges degenerate edges.

Symbol Description
M = (VM, EM) 2D shape (closed contour)
N = (VN , EN ) 3D shape (manifold triangular surface mesh)
eM, eN edge eM of contour, edge eN of mesh
E+
X extended set of edges of shape X∈{M,N}

P = (V, E) product graph of M×N with product ver-
tices V and product edges E

e, v edge e, vertex v of P
P∗ = (V∗, E∗) conjugate product graph of P with vertices

V∗ and edges E∗

e∗, v∗ edge e∗, vertex v∗ of P∗

Table 1. Summary of the notation used in this paper.

3.1. Conjugate Graphs

Definition 5 (Conjugate Graph [16]). The conjugate graph
G∗ of a directed graph G is defined as a tuple (V∗

G , E∗
G) with

V∗
G = EG , E∗

G = {
(
(v1, v2), (v2, v3)

)
∈ V∗

G×V∗
G}.

Intuitively, the edges of G become the vertices of G∗ and
the conjugate edges connect pairs of adjacent edges from G.
Fig. 2 illustrates the construction of the conjugate graph.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the conjugate graph. (a) Input graph G.
(b) Each edge of G becomes a conjugate vertex (•). (c) The conju-
gate graph G∗ is now formed by connecting the newly introduced
vertices (•) by edges ( ) according to Definition 5 (e.g. conjugate
vertex (1, 3) and (3, 4) are connected by a directed edge since they
are both adjacent to vertex 3 in G).

3.2. Matching Formalism

Next, we introduce the product graph G between a 2D
contour and a 3D shape, and we summarise Lähner et
al.’s [28] representation of a 2D-3D shape matching as
shortest (cyclic) path in the product graph.
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Definition 6 (Product Graph). The product graph P of the
2D contour M and the 3D shape N is a tuple (VP , EP) of
product vertices VP and product edges EP , where

VP = VM × VN ,

EP = {
(
eM1 , eN2

)
∈ VP × VP | eM1 ∈ E+

M, eN2 ∈ E+
N ,

eM1 or eN2 non-deg.}.

The product graph P is visualised in Fig. 3 (left). To sim-
plify the notation, we will refer to the vertices and edges of
the product graph as V and E for the remainder of the paper.
A matching between the 2D contour and the 3D shape can
be represented as the subset C ⊂ VM ×VN where tuples in
C indicate which vertices of the 2D contour and 3D shape
are in correspondence. Desirable properties of such match-
ings are that a) each vertex on M is matched to at least one
vertex on N , and b) the matching is continuous, i.e. if two
vertices on M are adjacent, their matches on N should also
be adjacent. These properties can be guaranteed if the so-
lution is a (cyclic) path that goes through all layers of the
product graph (cf. Fig. 3). A path that minimises costs de-
fined on the (product graph) edges can efficiently be com-
puted based on Dijkstra’s algorithm [10]. To ensure the path
is cyclic, Dijkstra’s algorithm needs to be run multiple times
(once for each vertex of the 3D mesh); however, the num-
ber of Dijkstra runs can be drastically reduced based on a
simple branch and bound strategy (see [28] and Appendix).

Despite the theoretical elegance of Lähner et al.’s for-
malism, a major limitation is that shortest paths only take
into account costs of individual edges. With that, the ap-
proach is not capable of penalising local deformations in-
duced by a matching (which is only possible with pairs
of product graph edges). Instead, the authors use high-
dimensional features in combination with knowledge about
pre-matched segmentations between 2D and 3D shapes.
While such a pre-matching drastically reduces the search
space and avoids many degenerate solutions, the knowledge
of such a pre-matching is typically not available in practice.

4. Our 2D-3D Shape Matching Approach

In the following, we present our solution for 2D-3D
shape matching which allows to incorporate higher-order
edge costs which in turn is enabled through conjugate prod-
uct graphs. With this, spatial deformations can be natu-
rally penalised within a shortest path matching framework
while still finding a globally optimal matching in polyno-
mial time (with the same asymptotic complexity as [28]),
see Section 3.2. We emphasise that we address a signifi-
cantly more difficult problem setting than [28] since we do
not rely on the unrealistic assumption that a coarse 2D-3D
pre-matching is available.

Figure 3. Illustration of the product graph P (left) and the con-
jugate product graph P∗ (right) for a water drop shape. Left:
the product graph P is structured into layers (•,•,•), where each
layer represents a single vertex on M and the entire 3D shape N .
Right: we illustrate (part of) the conjugate product graph P∗ for
the three-edge path • • in P (highlighted in pink), which
becomes • • • in P∗. Conjugate product vertices • are shown
in orange and conjugate product edges are shown in pink.

e∗

e2 (= v∗2)

eN2eM2

e1 (= v∗1)

eN1eM1

P∗ = (V∗, E∗)

P = (V, E)

M,N

Figure 4. Hierachical relationship between edges of the involved
graphs. An edge e∗ ∈ E∗ of the conjugate product graph P∗ is
formed by two edges e1, e2 ∈ E of the product graph P (which
correspond to vertices v∗1 , v∗2 ∈ V∗ in the conjugate product graph
P∗, respectively). Each edge e• of P is formed by one edge eM• ∈
E+
M and one edge eN• ∈ E+

N of the shapes M and N , respectively.

4.1. Conjugate Product Graphs

Our formalism builds upon conjugate product graphs,
i.e. the conjugate graph (Definition 5) of a product graph
(Definition 6). We refer to the conjugate product graph
as P∗ = (V∗, E∗). Here, edges in the product graph
become vertices in the conjugate product graph and are
connected based on the adjacency of vertices in the prod-
uct graph, see Definition 5. Thus, an edge e∗ ∈ E∗ in
P∗ has the scope of two edges in the product graph P ,
i.e. e∗ = (e1, e2), e1, e2 ∈ E , see Fig. 4. In turn, this en-
ables the definition of cost functions that consider two prod-
uct graph edges simultaneously which allows to integrate
powerful priors, i.e. regularise the problem so that locally
rigid deformations are favoured an thus resulting matchings
are smoother and more realistic (cf. Fig. 1 and Fig. 8). We
note that higher-order costs can also be defined by repeat-
ing the conjugation process, e.g. an edge in the conjugate
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of the conjugate product graph is formed by three edges of
the product graph so that costs can be defined for triplets of
product graph edges (and so on). For brevity and a simpler
exposure, in the following we restrict ourselves w.l.o.g. to
second-order costs.

4.2. Cost Function

We define our cost function d : E∗ → R for every edge
e∗ = (v∗1 , v

∗
2) = (e1, e2) ∈ E∗ in the conjugate product

graph as
d(e∗) = ddata(e

∗) + dreg(e
∗). (1)

ddata is the data term which measures the similarity be-
tween the product edges based on feature descriptors. dreg
is a local rigidity regulariser which ensures that adjacent
edges on the 2D contour are deformed similarly to adjacent
elements on the 3D shape. We first describe the data term
followed by the local rigidity regulariser.

Data Term. A major difficulty when comparing 2D and
3D shapes is that many of the existing geometric feature
descriptors cannot be consistently defined for 2D and 3D
shapes (e.g. although the notion of curvature exists for both
shapes, in 3D the curvature is direction-dependent, which
makes it difficult to compare 2D and 3D curvature). We
build a simple one-dimensional descriptor based on the ob-
servation that corresponding points i ∈ M and j ∈ N of
the same shape class should have a similar distance to the
other side going through the interior of the respective shape,
see Fig. 5a. As such, we consider local thickness as feature
descriptor. It is computed as follows:
• For a vertex i ∈ M, we compute the 2D local thickness
ℓ2D
i by following the inverted vertex-normal (through the

interior of the shape) until the (first) intersection with the
contour [33].

• For a vertex j ∈ N , we compute the 3D local thickness
ℓ3D
j by following the inverted vertex-normal (through the

interior of the shape) until the (first) intersection with the
mesh. We employ a triangle-ray-intersection algorithm
for this [35].

With that, we define the local thickness difference for each
conjugate product edge e∗ = (e1, e2) ∈ E∗, so that our data
term ddata(e

∗) reads

ddata(e
∗) = ψ1

(
|ℓ2D
i − ℓ3D

j |) , (2)

where ℓ2D
i and ℓ3D

j are local thickness values at vertices
i ∈ VM and j ∈ VN on the 2D and 3D shape, respectively.
Large deformations of shapes potentially lead to large, lo-
cal outliers of respective local thickness. To reduce the in-
fluence of such outliers, we additionally apply the function
ψ1(·) to the absolute value of the local thickness difference.
For example, ψ1(·) can be chosen to be a robust loss func-
tion. We avoid taking into account the same local thick-
ness value multiple times by computing the local thickness

 

(a) (b)

Figure 5. (a) The local thickness ℓp for the point p is found by
intersecting the ray from p in the opposite normal direction (light
red) with the shape. (b) Illustration of finding the rotation Re that
aligns the 3D coordinate frame defined for a 2D contour edge eM

and the 3D coordinate frame defined for a 3D shape edge eN . The
black vector shows the shape edge, the red vector the normal and
the green vector their cross product.

difference ddata(e
∗) at a conjugate product vertex e∗ solely

with the local thickness at vertex i shared by eM1 and eM2 ,
and respectively the local thickness at vertex j shared by
eN1 and eN2 . We have found that despite its simplicity, local
thickness is an effective one-dimensional feature descriptor
that, in combination with our local rigidity regulariser, en-
ables faithful 2D-3D shape matchings, see Sec. 5.

Regularisation. Inspired by [4, 45], we employ a reg-
ularisation term which favours deformations that are lo-
cally rigid. To compute the regularisation of the conju-
gate product edge e∗ = (e1, e2) =

(
(eM1 , eN1 ), (eM2 , eN2 )

)
(cf. Fig. 4), we define a local 3D coordinate frame for each
of the four (shape) edges eM1 , eN1 , eM2 , eN2 . To this end, we
embed the 2D contour into 3D space by adding a third con-
stant coordinate. With that, for both 2D contour and 3D
shape, we can define a local 3D coordinate frame based on
the normalised edge direction, outward-pointing unit nor-
mal, and their cross product. Subsequently, we solve the
orthogonal Procrustes problem [47] in order to compute the
rotation Re1 that aligns the 3D coordinate frame of eM1 to
the 3D coordinate frame of eN1 , and the rotation Re2 that
aligns the 3D coordinate frame of eM2 to the coordinate of
eN2 , see Fig. 5b. In presence of degenerate edges we simply
use the previous edge, see also Sec. 4.3.

By computing the geodesic distance between Re1 and
Re2 on the Lie group SO(3), we can quantify the amount
of non-rigidity of the matching that is induced by e∗. For
computational efficiency, we consider unit quaternion rep-
resentations qe• of Re• , so that our local rigidity regularisa-
tion term dreg for the conjugate product edge e∗ reads

dreg(e
∗) = ψ2

(
arccos (⟨qe1 , qe2⟩)

)
, (3)

where ⟨·, ·⟩ is the inner product for quaternions [18]. ψ2(·)
is again a robust loss function, see Sec. 4.3.

4.3. Theoretical Analysis and Implementation

In the following we provide a theoretical analysis and
additional implementation details.

Cyclic Shortest Paths. To find a cyclic shortest path,
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we can run an ordinary (non-cyclic) shortest path algorithm
(e.g. Dijkstra’s algorithm [10]) |VN | many times. To this
end, we duplicate the last layers in the conjugate product
graph (see Fig. 3), disconnect the duplicate layers from each
other, and for each vertex from the ‘upper duplicate’ find the
shortest path to the corresponding vertex in the ‘lower du-
plicate’. The globally optimal shortest cyclic path is now
formed by the minimum among the |VN | individual paths.
To reduce the number of shortest paths that need to be com-
puted, we can instead resort to a more efficient branch-and-
bound strategy, we refer to the Appendix for details.

Degenerate Cases. Conjugate product vertices contain-
ing degenerate edges of the 3D shape do not contain direc-
tional information on the 3D shape which we need to com-
pute dreg. We inject the relevant directional information into
the conjugate product graph by introducing new conjugate
product vertices that reflect (non-degenerate) edges on the
3D shape adjacent to respective degenerate 3D edge.

Pruning. To decrease the size of the conjugate prod-
uct graph P∗, we apply a pruning strategy. To this end,
we prune conjugate product edges that reflect local turning
points on the 3D shape since such paths represent undesir-
able matchings. In addition, we prune edges that first rep-
resent a degenerate edge of M, followed by a degenerate
edge of N (or vice-versa). Such combinations are equiva-
lent to a matching with two non-degenerate edges. Overall,
our pruning reduces the graph size (and thus runtime) and
excludes obvious non-desirable solutions.

Runtime Analysis. The runtime of our algorithm de-
pends on the size of the conjugate product graph and the
number of shortest path runs. The number of vertices in P∗

corresponds to the number of edges in P . The number of
edges in P∗ can be approximated by c·|VM|·

(
|EN |+|VN |

)
where c is a constant that is related to the maximum number
of neighbours of the vertices in N . Tab. 2 sums up the sizes
of the product graph P and the conjugate product graph P∗.

# vertices # edges

P |VM| · |VN | |VM| ·
(
2|EN |+ |VN |

)
P∗ |VM| ·

(
2|EN |+ |VN |

)
c · |VM| ·

(
2|EN |+ |VN |

)
Table 2. Comparison of sizes of the product graph P and the con-
jugate product graph P∗.

Using |EN | ≈ 3|VN | [6] shows that the conjugate prod-
uct graph P∗ has 7 times more vertices and c ≈ 11 (see Ap-
pendix) times more edges than the product graph P , which
shows that asymptotically both graphs have the same size.
In the worst case O(|VN |) shortest path problems – one for
each vertex in N – have to be solved. Together with the
complexity of each Dijkstra run the final time complexity
can be estimated as O

(
|VM| · |VN |2 · log(|VN |)

)
, which is

the same as in [28]. We provide more details as well as
runtime plots in the Appendix.

Implementation Details. We implement the shortest
path algorithm in C++ wrapped in a MATLAB [32] mex-
function. Computation of quantities on meshes, mesh sim-
plification as well as local thickness computations are done
using [20, 32]. For all experiments we choose ψ1(x) to
be the robust loss function of [2], for which we choose
α1 = −2 and c1 = 0.15. For ψ2(x) we also choose the
same loss function with α2 = 0.7 and c2 = 0.6, but with
a cubic bowl instead of a quadratic bowl as we want to en-
sure that small errors due to discretisation artefacts are not
penalised. The choice of different ψ1(x) and ψ2(x) is re-
quired since ddata and dreg have different ranges.

5. Experiments
In this section we compare our method on two datasets,

conduct an ablation study, showcase results on partial
shapes and for sketch-based shape manipulation. We em-
phasise that the matching of contours to 3D meshes is ill-
posed: the same contour can arise from different config-
urations, i.e. the ground-truth is not necessarily unique, the
space of solutions that seem natural is even bigger, and eval-
uation criteria that capture this non-uniqueness do not exist.
Datasets. We evaluate on the following two datasets:
• TOSCA 2D-3D [28]: 80 shapes of 9 different classes

(humans, animals, etc.) in different poses. For each class
exists at least one 2D shape.

• FAUST 2D-3D [28]: 100 human shapes in different
poses subdivided into 10 classes. Each class has one 2D
shape. Ground-truth correspondences between 2D and
3D are available for all instances.

Both datasets contain segmentation information across all
shapes which form consistent 2D part to 3D part mappings.

Competing Approach. The only other method able to
produce continuous matchings between 2D contours and
3D shapes is [28]. Due to their weaker model expressive-
ness that prevents the incorporation of a deformation prior,
they use global spectral features and a pre-matched segmen-
tation as additional feature in order to prevent degenerate
solutions (e.g. collapsing). To enable a fair comparison, for
both methods we provide results with and without this pre-
matching. However, we consider the pre-matching as unre-
alistic prior knowledge, and therefore regard the cases with-
out pre-matching as main results. As we show in Fig. 1, our
results are superior without the segmentation term even in
comparison to [28] using the segmentation term.

5.1. Matching

Next we evaluate our approach on the task of 2D-3D
shape matching. First, we introduce a new error metric de-
signed for the ambiguous setting of matching a contour onto
a mesh. Subsequently, we compare quantitatively and qual-
itatively to the approach by Lähner et al. [28].
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Figure 6. Quantitative comparison for the FAUST and TOSCA datasets. Left: Cumulative segmentation errors. The y-axis shows the
percentage of points in the correct segment, and the x-axis the geodesic error threshold. Vacuously, when integrating the segmentation
information into the optimisation (methods with suffix ‘-Seg’, dashed lines), the results are ‘perfect’ for both methods. Right: Cumulative
geodesic errors on FAUST with and without left-right flips (manually removed for all approaches), which confirms that in many cases our
method finds plausible solutions but does not resolve the intrinsic symmetry ambiguity. The y-axis shows the percentage of points below
the x-axis threshold. We can see that our method consistently outperforms Lähner et al. [28]. Scores shown in the legends are respective
areas under the curves.

Error Metric. We use two different error metrics: a)
geodesic error and b) segmentation error. We only evalu-
ate the geodesic error on FAUST due to the lack of 2D-3D
ground truth correspondences in the TOSCA dataset. Addi-
tionally, there exist many valid matchings that may not cor-
respond to the ground truth because the problem is ill-posed
as explained above. Hence, we aim to derive a more robust
quantitative evaluation for 2D-3D matchings. For that, we
utilise part-based shape segmentations, which are available
for all classes in the FAUST and TOSCA datasets and are
generally consistent between 2D and 3D shapes. We argue
that a good solution must have the same segmentation in the
target domain, i.e. on the 3D shape, as in the source domain,
i.e. on the 2D shape. For both we plot the cumulative curves
measuring for each geodesic error value the percentage of
matches with an error lower than this.

Geodesic Error. Let (x, y) ∈ C ⊂ VM × VN be a
computed match and ŷ be the ground-truth match of x. The
normalised geodesic error of this matching is defined as

εgeo(x, y) =
distN (y, ŷ)

diam(N )
. (4)

Here distN : N ×N → R+
0 is the geodesic distance on N

and diam(N ) = max
x,y∈N

distN (x, y).

Segmentation Error. Let σM(x) be the source segment
of its matched point y ∈ N and let σN (y) be its target
segment. We define the segmentation error as

εseg(x, y) = min
y′∈N

distN (y, y′)

diam(N )
s.t. σN (y′) = σM(x). (5)

For shapes with symmetries or other ambiguities, we choose
the best of all plausible segmentation combinations.

Quantitative Matching Results. In Fig. 6 (left) we
show that our method outperforms the competing method
by Lähner et al. [28] by a great margin in terms of the

↖ ↖ ↖

Figure 7. Qualitative results of our method on FAUST. We can
see the occurrence of left-right-flips (indicated by ↖) which nev-
ertheless can be considered as plausible matchings.

segmentation error, both on FAUST on TOSCA. Since for
FAUST ground truth is available, in Fig. 6 (right) we show
the percentage of correct matchings, for which our method
is superior. In addition, when left-right-flips (which form
plausible solutions that stem from shape symmmetries) are
removed, our method (without pre-matching) is on par with
the approach by Lähner et al. that uses pre-matching.

Qualitative Matching Results. We also compare our
method qualitatively to Lähner et al. [28]. Even though our
method is not using segmentation information, matchings
computed with our approach are consistently of better qual-
ity and reflect a more plausible path on the 3D shape, i.e.
are locally straight, see Fig. 1, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

5.2. Ablation Studies

In the Appendix we provide ablation studies consider-
ing different parts of our cost function, discretisation, shape
discrepancies and noise.
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Figure 8. Qualitative comparison of the method by Lähner et al. [28] (second row) and our approach (third row) on TOSCA. Our approach
results in more plausible matchings despite that Lähner et al. use a coarse segmentation-based pre-matching. Our local rigidity regulariser,
which is enabled by our novel conjugate product graph formalism, ensures that resulting paths on 3D target shapes are much smoother.
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Figure 9. Qualitative comparison of Lähner et al. [28] and ours
on partial FAUST shapes. The global features of [28] result in
poor matchings in scenarios without full shape, whereas we use
local features and thus obtain valid partial matchings.

5.3. Partial Shapes

We show experiments on partial shapes, for which we
removed parts of either the 2D or 3D shape in FAUST, see
Fig. 9. Our approach is substantially more robust in the
partial setting compared to Lähner et al. [28], likely due to
the locality of our features and strong spatial regularisation,
in contrast to the global spectral features of [28].

5.4. Sketch-Based 3D Shape Manipulation

We show the high quality of our matchings by per-
formimg 2D sketch-based 3D shape manipulation. After
deforming the contour, the 3D shape is brought into a cor-
responding pose through as-rigid-as-possible shape defor-
mation [45], see Fig. 1 (right). Details can be found in the
Appendix.

6. Discussion & Limitations

Our experimental results confirm that conjugate product
graphs enable 2D-3D shape matching without the need of
a coarse pre-matching. Even though we compute results to
global optimality, scenarios like symmetries (e.g. for human
shapes) lead to ambiguities that are challenging to reflect in
the cost function, which may result in matchings that col-
lapse to one side of the 3D shape, see Fig. 7 (bottom-right).
Although our method has the same asymptotic complexity
as [28], in practice the computation is slower due to the con-
jugate product graph being larger (by a constant factor) than
the product graph (cf. Tab. 2, also see Appendix).

7. Conclusion

We presented conjugate product graphs for 2D-3D shape
matching, which for the first time allows for the incorpora-
tion of higher-order costs within path-based matching for-
malisms. Our novel concept significantly increases model
expressiveness and flexibility, allowing to inject desirable
properties, like local rigidity regularisation, into respective
optimisation problems. Our results show significant im-
provements in challenging matching settings, even allow-
ing for 2D sketch-based 3D shape manipulation. Since our
powerful higher-order regularisation allows to get rid of the
need for global features, our method is the first that solves
partial 2D-3D shape matching. We believe that our work is
of high relevance to the field of shape analysis, and hope to
inspire more work on inter-dimensional applications.
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